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LOOKING OVER THE RAINBOW

The truly dreadful market conditions of these past couple

of years has driven many UK S/ITS companies into

(sometimes staggering) losses. indeed. 2001 sawthe industry

Well, most suppliers have now brought costs down

broadly in line with revenues. OK. there's sure to be some

☁nipping and tucking☁ still to do to improve productivity even

as a whole generate

operating losses of some

俉500m and pre-tax losses

of some £2.5bn. Needless

to say, suppliers were 8.4%

UK S/ITS company operating margins

further. but the law of

diminishing returns plays a

part here. Given (and we do

think that it☂s a ☁given☁) that

customers will continue to
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their operations' (Le. cut 3% companies will need to

costs) to match the much pedal faster and faster to

reduced level of demand. become even more

Now here☂s some good productive to reduce costs

news. further and further. But each

Aswe highlightedinthe a☜ year will bring lower and
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I Pro table companies IAil companies until we reach a point ♥ we

  

ITS suppliers returned

a small operating profit

In 2002. We should point out. though, that pretax losses

actually widened as the effect of restructuring charges and

goodwill impairment continued to depress the bottom line.

Nonetheless, even though more than 40% of UK S/ITS

companies still made an operating loss last year. there was

suf cient recovery in operating pro ts across the board to

move the industry from an average margin of ♥-3.4% in 2001

back ☁above the line' to just under 1% in 2002.

But the combination of ☁remedial actions' and declining

demand has, for many players. seriously depleted their cash

reserves. This leaves some suppliers precariously perched

on a precipice with cash ow demands threatering to pull

them over the edge.

Unfortunately, it's no longer easy to go back to investors

to ask for cash to tide you through. Cash needs to be

generated from within the business. OK. does that mean that

the 60% of UK S/ITS companies that are now generating an

operating pro t can breathe a deep sigh of relief ♥assuming,

of course. that they can actually turn the pro ts into cash?

We don't think so. After all. investors are going to insist

that pro ts are driven upwards.

Where will future pro ts growth come from?

think within the next 2♥3

years ♥ that cost cutting by

itself won't be enough to give the returns to shareholders

that they are looking for.

In the main. pro t growth will need to be fuelled by revenue

growth.

But market conditions will conspire to make this tricky. In

particular:

- we have seennothing to change our opinion that the UK

S/ITS market will shrink again this year and remain at in

2004. indeed. just look at many of the interim results in this

and recent issues to see how the top line is still suffering at

many players

- offshore suppliers will continue to siphon off iT (and

increasingly, BPO) services to distant lands while at the same

time forcing fee rates down for work remaining in the UK.

80 what can suppliers do to boost revenues?

Keeping it simple, there are three main options. each with

its costs:

- Eat your competitor's lunch. In other words. win

market share from other players This strategy tends to

directly hit the P&L as, in the current market. winning share

generally means either increasing costs (e.g. R&D. sales and

marketing. etc,) and/or reducing revenues (eg by ☁bidding

[contrived on page two)
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low' to win the deal).

- Acquire a competitor. if

you can☂t beat them, buy them! This

option hits the balance sheet rst

and the P&L later.

< Enter new markets. If the

UK S/lTS market is stagnant, go

nd amarket that is growing, either

outside of the S/ITS sector and/or

outside of the UK. This is often a

high risk strategy which tends to hit

both the P&L and balance sheet at

the same time.

This suggests that only

companies that are already

nancially ☁secure', or are already

clearty heading in that direction (i.e.

pro table and cash generative) are

going to be in the strongest

position. This favours (dare we say

it again) companies with long-term
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customer relationships and recurring revenue streams ♥ most notably

outsourcing and managed services companies.

On the other hand, those suppliers most likely to slip over the precipice are

likely to be:

- companies that are directly dependent on a resurgence in the ☁time and

materials☁ project services market, notably IT staff agencies indeed some not-

so-small ITSAs like Plexian and, very recently, 888, have already gone out of

business and more will undoubtedly followr However, suppliers with scale and

nancial wherewithal, like Spring and Hays. will be in the strongest position to

survive and even prosper (well, compared to the rest).

- companies that are indirect/y dependent on project w0rk ♥ notably training

companies. Virtually all of the major players in the UK IT training market, like QA,

Spring, Parity, Xpertise, are suffering badlyr We see no relief for them in the

foreseeable future. indeed, we have openly suggested that ☁mixed☁ businesses

like Spring and Parity would do well to cut off their training arms before gangrene

sets in.

- small generalist products companies that can☂t hope to compete with the

major ☁suite☂ players. Too many to mention, sad to say

But we stress, this does not mean that only the 'biggest and ugliest' will

survive. There are some excellent examples of niche players who ♥ so long as

they stick to their niche-player strategy ♥ look like they will ride out the storm.

Just look at Axon (Whose reSUIIS are reported elsewhere in this issue) and even

tiny intelligent Environments,

Maybe the UK S/ITS industry's return to pro tability is a sign that the storm

clouds are starting to break up to let the sun☂s rays shine through, If so, it would

be foolhardy to assume that we can all shed our wet-weather gear and marvel

at the colours of the rainbow. Just like a rainbow, the joy may be rather short-

lived for those who only want to watch and wait. {Anthony Miller)

ORACLE~ ORACLE SHOWS SERVICE

REVENUES IMPORTANCE
In the month that it unveiled its latest ☁1 09' enterprise software framework.

Silicon Valley giant Oracle also announced results for the quarter to end August

03. Total revenues were up 2% at $2,07bn, compared tO the three months to

end Aug 02, Operating pro ts improved byjust 05% to $616m. PET was up

27%, reflecting investment losses registered in 02. EPS imprOVed from 6
cents to 8 cents.

The headline PET and EPS growth numbers - boosted by the effect of

investment losses last year ♥ slightly attered Oracle☂s performance. The
company's operating margin has actually fallen a tad (from 30% to 29%).

Meanwhile, new licence sales fell 7% to $525m, underlining how weak the

market for enterprise software products remains. Fortunately for Oracle, the

75% of its business derived from service revenues (including licence updates,

product support and other services) grew by 6%. The 2% increase in total

sales did, however, leave Oracle shy of analysts' estimates of $21 4bnr

All in all, however. these reSUltS Show Oracle gaining strength ♥ relative to

most of the competition - in what remains a miserabIe enterprise software

market, Whether or not its bid for Peoplesoft succeeds, Larry Ellison's company

is rmly established as one of the world's top three independent software

companies and will play a key role in industry consolidation in the coming

years. (Phil Cod/lng)
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MULTISOURCING REVlSiTED

Back at the start of 2003 (see

Feb. and March 03

SYSTEMHOUSE), we wrote a
series of articles about the formation

of consortia to bid for large

outsourcing contracts ♥ coining the

terms Onesourcing and

Multisourcing. We also introduced

the ☁Clerk of the Works☂ to describe

the all-important PMO

responsibilities in any multisourcing

arrangement. indeed we suggested

that external consultancies might ll
the bill.

Since then, this whole subject
has become a really hot topic.

in February 03, the biggest lT♥
type consortium ever put together
in the UK announced it was to bid to
takeover the inland Revenue cE4bn
Aspire contract when the current deal
with EDS ended in 2004. The Fusion
Alliance was led by BT's Syntegra
(as Clerk of the Works) and other
consortia members included CSC,
SchlumbergerSema and BT
Global Services Solutions.

Then in March, Richard Granger
at the NHS announced that Kellogg
Brown & Root was to be awarded
a £87m/3 year contract to act as
the PMO for the £2.3bn National IT
Programme. indeed Granger greatly
favoured the consortia approach.
Many of the initial bids and the current
shortlists are consortia. This
approach has also been widely
adopted in the bidding for other
current. large public sector lT
projects like MoD.

But last month the Fusion
Alliance failed to win a place on the
shortlist forAspire. Two ☁onesourcer'
bidders ♥ EDS and CGE&Y ♥ will
now ght it out.

This, and many other
discussions over the last nine
months, have certainly led us to re ne
our views on multisourcing. Hence

the need to revisit this hugely important topic for our I

sector

MULTISOURCING THE NORM N THE PRIVATE

SECTOR

Ovum's CIOSurvey, earlier this year, found that every one of the major private

sector spenders on IT in Europe used multisourcing. The norm was to outsource

as much of the IT process - indeed now much of the business process too ♥ to

external companies. But never to just one supplier, Different processes

were outsourced to different players in different geographies. Sometimes dozens

of separate outsourcing contracts and relationships existed. The ClOs interviewed

all said that they would outsource everything they possibly could. They also

considered that itwas their raison d☂etre to act as me PMO/Clerk of the Works for

their companies.

But this is very different from the consortia approach. in every case the

individual outsourcer had direct contact with the user/Clo. in turn, the CIO knew

exactly which ☜arse to kick☜ if/when things went wrong. The CIO also hoped he

had a choice in such circumstances, By dividing the tasks into smaller units, any

one outsourcer could be replaced with less disruption.

MARRIAGE GUIDANCE FOR CONSORTIA PARTNERS

When we came to review the quotes from our meetings with CEOs of lTS

companies, commenting on their views on how to choose and maintain a partner

relationship, they sounded like something out of a Relate Marriage Guidance

 

pamphlet,

"Each partner must be given his own space"

"Don ☁t bepromiscuous. Choose a smallgroup ofpreferredpartners and stick

with them "

"Remember partnerships are based on trust"

"Customers do not want to see a different Marriage ofConvenience on each

jo

We could be facetious and remark that such advice has not stopped 40%

(and increasing) of real marriages to fail, So why should lT consortiatype marriages

stand any better chance of success?

SKIN IN THE GAME

What seems to have emerged from all our discussions, and the post-mortem

on the Fusion Alliance bid, is that in any outsourcing contract there has not only to

be one party who takes the prime responsibility but that party must have enough

☜skin in the game" to really, really care.

This therefore favours either the current private sector multisourcing approach

of dividing up the outsourcing contracts or of ensuring, in mega outsourcing

contracts, that there is one strong prime contractor with all the other ☁partnerS'

operating as little more than subcontractors.

it is not good enough for the prime contractorjust to take a management role

or a nancial guarantor role, Those placing the contracts on behalf of the users

want to ensure that the prime:

- will really feel the pain nancially if things go wrong

» will have the nancial resources to put things right regardless of the pain

but most importantly:

- will have the strength and depth of in♥house management available to throw

[continued on paga four]
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[continued from page three]

at the problem regardless ofwhether

that problem is of its own making or,

more signi cantly, that of another

partner in the consortium

PRIME CONTRACTOR

The "problem" is that there are

very few companies with the

"strength and depth of in-house

management" required to prime

these mega outsourcing deals. The

list starts to look pretty thin once you

have gone through the ☁usual

suspects' of IBM Global Services, EDS, Accenture, 080 and CGE&Y.

What these companies are increasingly asking is ☜If the user requires us to take

responsibility for, AND sort out the problems with, all the other partners, why

should we involve any other/TS players at all?☝

This is, of course, much closer to the Accenture ☜Rebel Alliance' approach.

Sure Accenture will have discrete partners like Microsoft, Sun, HP, BEA

Systems, EMC, BT. Computercenter etc., where in no way could or would

Accenture compete. But Accenture would never considerpartnering with another

lTS or BPO outsourcer,

THE OUTLOOK

The multisourcing/consortia approach to mega deals was greeted with much

enthusiasm by the mid-sized ITS players. Increasingly (as you might have seen in

the ☁comparable-size☂ chart in last month☁s SYSTEMHOUSE)

consolidation is likely to create a few huge/global players largely

 

accenture
Leading the Rebel Alliance

   

by those players acquiring those of medium size. We have long

and oft said that mid-sized S/ITS players are a dying breed.

Being part of a consortia was seen by many (like Syntegra,

Xansa, Same, LogicaCMG) as being a way of taking part in

the current gold rush in mega public sector outsourcing deals

without succumbing to being either a mere subcontractor or

    

Less than a fortnight after announcing a pretty uninspiring

Atosv☂ set of interim results, Atos Origin stunned the market by

Origin announcing it is to buy most of the juicy bits of

SchlumbergerSema, the ailing and ailing progeny of the

ill-fated marriage between oil eld sen/ices giant Schlumberger and ☁Anglo-French☂

lT services company Sema. The deal is expected to close in Jan, 04 subject to

shareholder and EC approval.

But rst, let☂s take a quick look at how ☁old' Atos Origin performed in the rst

half of the year. Revenues for the six months ended 30th Jun. 03 rose 4% to

eur1.54bn. However, operating income fell 9% to eur122.6m bringing margins

down from 9.1% in H1 02 to 7.9%. Net income (before goodwill etc) fell 14% to

eur110.3m and ☁real☂ net income was slashed by 60% down to eur24.3m after

goodwill amortisation et al took its toll. Atos Origin's UK business more than

doubled from eur71m t0 eur171m due to the acquisition of KPMG Consulting☂s

UK operations, CEO Bernard Bourigeaud reckoned they were now seeing "some

signs of a market recovery although this is unlikely to occur before 2004

Nonetheless, they are still expecting full year revenue growth and are aiming for

operating margins of over 8%.

Our comment at the time was that 4% revenue growth is actually not good at

all as it included a full six months contribution from KPMG Consulting UK & NL in

2003 (nil in 2002). and therefore shows how tragic the consulting & SI market still

worse ♥ being gobbled up by one of the ☜Big Boys'.

lfthe evidence emerging this year is anything to go by, such

aspirations may be misfounded.

However, for those who can forge good relationships with

the onesourcers AND have non competing activities ♥ BT Global

Services Solutions and Computacenter would be good

examples ♥ the future could indeed be promising.

VlVE LA FRANCE! ATOS BULKS UP

is. indeed Bourigeaud reported that

C&Sl markets continue to experience

price pressure although "volume

declines have levelled of

Managed operations is the engine

ofgrowth and now contributes 55%

of group revenues. Given the

relatively lower margins of

outsourcing vs 0&8], we thought

they're going to have a tough time

increasing operating margins in H2

without more cost Cutting.

And this will be one of the key

issues on which the success of the

☁new☂ Atos Origin will depend, given

that Sema was operating at an

operating margin of 2.2% in H1 03.

But we get ahead of ourselves.

Let's look more closely at the

proposed deal.

Atos Origin will acquire the "Core

[continued on page ve]
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IT services activities" of SchlumbergerSema
(Sema). The deal values Sema at eur1,287m of

which eur400m will be in cash and the rest in
(19.8m)Atos Origin shares. After the transaction,
Schlumberger will reduce its shareholding in Atos
Origin to 19%. The transaction will reduce Philips'
(Origin's previous owner) shareholding from
44.7% to 32.0%. As part of the deal, Atos Origin
has also signed a long♥term contract to supply IT
services to Schlumberger "with minimum
revenues ofeur700m".

Bernard Bourigeaud remains CEO of the new
company, Xavier Flinois. who Currently heads up
Sema, will run the merged business in the UK
(ousting the apparently none-too♥popular Jeremy Anderson. the KPMG
Consulting UK head who took over all of Atos☂ UK operations after that acquisition).
as well as the Americas. and Asia Paci c. Flinois will also ☁coordinate☂ global
markets and Sema☂s key accounts including its agship contract with the Olympics.
Sounds like COO in all but name. A Schlumberger veteran (well, since 1985).
Flinois took over running Sema earlier this year after he served as president of
Schlumberger Network & Infrastructure Solutions. The other key appointment
was that of Dominique lllien, who will manage home market France and Central
Europe, and will ☁coordinate☂ Atos☂ all-important managed operations (ire-
outsourcing) activities worldwide lllien currently runs Atos☂ operations in France.
Italy and Iberia /Latin America.

Our rst reaction to this deal was rather guarded. You☂ll remember that only
last month we wrote a front page article entitled ☁Acquisition Indigestion and the

HOIWEY T9515 BaSiCEHY we said that you shouldn☂t acquire any company >50%
your own size. It doesn't take a genius to work out that this deal spectacularly
falls this test Atos Origin has roughly eur bn in revenues and is acquiring about
eur2.6m of Sema's revenues. Atos Origin has 28,000 employees and Sema
22,000.

And let's not forget, it was Sema's ill-advised and ill♥timed vaUlsmon Of US☁
based 'DUI'e-play☂ telecoms software player LHS for $4.7bn in Mar. 00 ♥ almost
to the day that the bubble burst ♥ that eventually forced it into Schlumberger's

Open arms (Did you recall that LHS revenues were a mere $263m☂? Oh the folly
of those dotcom deals!) By the way, Atos is NOT buying LHS, thank goodness!
And we were of course cn☁tical about the Schlumberger acquisition ofSema right
from the start. It not only failed the ☁Holway Test' but was
another in a long string of ventures by non»S/ITS companies
into S/ITS that have failed. Indeed, we can't cunently think of
one such venture that has ever worked!

On the other hand. only a year back, Atos Origin had
vaUIred KPMG Consulting in the UK and Netherlands, This
livas a deal that we positively supported as it passed the
HO'WaV Test' ♥ KPMG Consulting being only about 20% of
the size of Atos Origin at the time.

And Atos Origin has done a ☁biggie' before. Just three
years ago. Atos acquired Origin, a larger company, and seems
to have digested it well In fact, Atos' acquisition record has

been DI☂Gtty good so far.
It ain't going to be easy, but actually we think they can

make it work. For one thing, as demoralised as Sema

employees must feel, being passed from pillar to post, we
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Europe as seen by Atos
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reckon they will see Atos as a much

safer haven than Schlumberger ever

was or could ever be, so they will try

very hard to make this deal work.

Indeed, we really do hope

they can make it work because.

with total proforma revenues of

around eur☁Sbn (actually eur5,6bn, but

Atos want to sell off a few bits) and

European revenues ofeur4.6bn, Atos

Origin will become the largest

☁independent' European ☁full service☂

company (we don't count T♥Systems

as independent) and a true Tier 1

player in the European market. Atos

also claimed that the new company

will rank fourth in the UK market. Oh

no it won☂t! With UK revenues of about

eur1bn, this puts the merged

company at the very bottom of our

Top Ten. But, hey, it☂s still the Top Ten!

The bit that really surprised us in

the announcement, though, was that

they are thinking of selling off their BF☂O

UK IT

COMPANY HQ Services

Rev

(2002)

EDS US £2,360m

IBM US £2,085m

Accenture US £1,178m

Fujitsu Services J £1,032m

080 US £995m

Hewlett Packard US EBOOm

Cap Gemini Ernst & Young F £749m

BT UK £690m

LogicaCMG UK £675m

NEW ATOS F £635m

[ccnlvnued on page SIX]
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business (mainly US & UK) as the margins aren☂t high enough (05%). We think it

would be crazy to sell off the UK BPO business (prime central government

contracts) as it would leave them as just another infrastructure services player in

an already (over)crowded market. Different for the US BPO business, by the way,

as this is basically glori ed meter reading ♥ very asset-intensive and not really

strategic.

The other thing that worries us are the margins. Bourigeaud wants the new

Atos to become a 10%+ margin company, at least in the major countries. Given

current performance of both companies, this will be a challenge. Not impossible-♥

but a challenge.

But let's not sit on the fence If this deal turns out to be an exception to the

☁Holway acquisition test☂, then great, as we think this is the right move for

Atos and the right home for Sema.

Fu -[SU WHILE FUJITSU LOSES A BOOKING

By the way, Atos now looks like a shoe-in for the NHS's e-booking

contract. According to a report from Government Computing News, Fujitsu

has been dropped from the nal stages of the bidding process leaving just

SchlumbergerSema in the race. The news follows last week's rumours that EDS

had been dropped from the competition. While no formal announcement on the

subject has been made by the National Programme, the contract was due to be

awarded by the end of this month so it would be logical for the NP team to be

focusing their efforts on negotiating the best terms with the successful supplier at

this stage.

Of course, the Atos/Sema deal is bad news for Fujitsu anyway, and others

besides. In particular. Fujitsu Services will struggle to maintain its lead in the rankings

over ☁new☂ Atos while so long as it remains a ☁dis♥integrated☂ IT services company

only 'joined at the brand' with sibling consulting arm Fujitsu Consulting.

sterla AND STERIA GETS UPSTAGED

☁ Somewhat overshadowed by the goings-on at compatriot

IT services player Atos Origin, Steria con rmed its interim results which it had

presaged in August. Revenues for the six months to 30th Jun. 03 dropped 3% to

eur478.5m, though operating pro tjumped by 51% to eur14.2m. lifting margins

from 1 9% to 3.0%. The revenue gure excludes the company's UK outsourcing

activities (i.e. lntegris as was) in Q1 03, On a llke-for♥like basis, revenues actually

declined by 10%. In Steria☂s two main countries, France saw revenues decline by

7% to eurQOSm with margins halving to 3%, but UK revenues increased 26% to

eur129m boosting margins from 5.5% to 7.1%, Steria believes it detected

☜initial signs of recovery" in US and European economies which "suggest an

upturn in the European IT services sector could be on the cards for 2004☝. As

a result, Steria expects at revenues in H2 03 and intends to "strengthen its

Top 70 position in Europe".

Comment: Oh dear! Of course, all this was prepared before Atos Origin

dropped its ☁spoiler' (the timing of Atos'announcement was purely coincidental

we assume!) and completely changed the rules of the game in the European IT

services marketplace. Atos was already about three times the size of Steria in

total revenue terms and, with a single leap. has shot further up the European

rankings. If it gets the Sema bit sorted, Atos will emerge an even stronger player

across Europe and especially in the UK, where Steria is currently No.24 in the

rankings with UK IT services revenues of 2190m. We are a bit nervous about

Steria☂s reading of the teavleaves on future market conditions in Europe ♥ we

forecast a flat S/ITS market in the UK in 2004, (OK, an ☁upturn☂ of sorts). While

there may well be room for another European-owned IT services ☁powerhouse',

we are not convinced that its name is Steria. Game on!
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WHILE CGE&Y STILL TRIES

T0 SEW IT ALL TOGETHER

Cap Gemini Ernst 8. Young

(CGE&Y) has taken a bit of drubbing

on its revenues in the rst half of 2003
but did improve its pro tability. Total

revenues for the six months ended
30th Jun. 08 fell by 19% to eur<3.0bn

(c92.07bn), although this was ☁only☂
a 12.5% drop at constant currency.

However, operating Income rose

substantially from eur10m to

eur81m, which boosted margins

from a meagre 0.3% to a still very

slender 2.7%. Nonetheless, CGE&Y

were left with a pre-tax loss (even

before goodwill amortisation) of

eur29m, still a vast improvement on

the eur1 32m loss in H1 02. Net post-

tax losses also improved from

eur256m to eur90m.

At the country level, North

America (CGE&Y's largest market)

saw revenues drop by 7% to

eur938m, UK & Ireland revenues fell

9% to eur522m (cESBOm) and

revenues in France declined 14% to

eur568m. It was the Benelux region

that turned in the most pro t (and

margin), though. at eunGSm (8.4%

margin). Margins in UK & lreland

retumed to positive territory (2.9%)
though margins in France declined

from 5.3% to 3.3%. North America

improved margins from 0.2% to

3.0%. The main problem was in

Southem Europe where CGE&Y lost

eur14m on revenues of eur153m (-
9.2% margin). CGE&Y management
are aiming to improve operating
margins to 5% in H2 which, if
successful. would bring margins for
the full year to a tad over 4%,

Needless to say, outsourcing
"continues to be a growth segment☝
and now represents 28% of total
revenues (up from 27%). But even
so, bookings were down 44%

Compared to H1 ()2. Consulting "still

suffers from the general economic

climate and companies overall lack

[continued on page seven)
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ofinterestforinvestment", and is now

23% of revenues (was 25%).

Bookings were down 24%

compared to H1 02.

Other highlights included:

- Sogeti (the CGE&Y body-shop

operation) was the most pro table

part of the company

» CGE&Y is rapidly building its

offshore capability (not just India

though they will open in Bangalore in

Q4 to add another 500 to the 1.000

staff they already have in Mumbai).

- Big focus on BPO - especially

Finance & Admin and later SCM

and CRM (a bit ironic, seeing as

CGE&Y sold off its UK BPO

operations to Vertex a year or two

back. We said that was a big mistake

at the time.)

☜CQMPEL 3
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- Still a ☜very high residual cost structure" in the US from the E&Y consulting

acquisition. Need to change culture ☜from farmers to hunters".

- ☜Attrition is back' - sounded like around 20%. They are losing staff to clients

and boutique consultancies - but are poaching them from the likes ooncenture.

- Italy is a shambles.

- As part of their continued cost-cutting programme CGE&Y will outsource

their network (data. voice and image).

Comment: These results simply mirror the rest of the UK ♥ indeed European

♥ S/ITS market, However. we are most concerned about the drop in outsourcing

bookings, which will affect CGE&Y☁s recurring revenue stream in H2 and beyond.

This makes winning the competition forthe UK Inland Revenue ASPIRE contract

even more critical for CGE&Y. Nonetheless. it is good to see the UK business

pro table again.

But it's been over three years since Cap Gemini acquired the consulting

operations of Ernst & Young (May. 00) and they☂ve still got indigestion. Anyway.

they put ex~EDS exec. John McCain in charge of the Yanks in Jul.03 so if he can☁t

shake them out of their complacency, then we☁re not quite sure who can.

The big question is. with Atos+Sema potentially the new powerhouse in

Europe. can CGE&Y ☁sew it all together☁ tasterthan they unravel at the seams? It☂s

now too close to call! (Anthony Miller)

COMPEL DRAWS LINE UNDER SCH DISPUTE

Compel's preliminary results for the year ended 30☁" Jun. 03. revealed

that turnover had declined by 17% to £52.9m (2002: £68.9m) but pre♥tax

losses had lessened to 2407K from £1.7m in 2002 (largely because of the

£985K it received from SCH in nal settlement for the sale of Compelsource).

Operating losses (before exceptional items of £1 .2m) were higher than LBT at

£1.5m. Last year's loss per share of 3.2p became an EPS of 1 .3p.

As usual. Compel has not provided a breakdown of its gures between its

two remaining businesses. Compelsolve (enterprise solutions) and IT rental

solutions provider Hamilton Rentals. We understand that revenues at both

divisions were down on last year "in line with the market☝. but Compel claims

both Compelsolve and Hamilton Rentals have strengthened their market

position. particularly In the second half.

Revenues did improve in the second half to 228.1 m (compared to £24.8m

in H1). which Compel attributes to a slowing rate of decline in the markets it

addresses and the normal seasonal

balance in its business. But second half

revenues were still 12% below the same

some light on how its move from

reseller to solutions provider is

progressing. There are some

indications that higher margin

services revenues are assuming

greater importance, however. In

percentage terms gross margins

have continued to improve - they

were 26.4% in 2003. compared to

25.8% in 2002 and 28.8% in 2001.

It is also good to see a line drawn

under the disposal Of
Compelsource and the dispute with

SCH. which must have been an

Cornpoi pump [1]:
11 your Revenue and Far Record

autumn is 199:
period last year.

Commenting on the outlook. Sir

Michael Bett. Chairman. said: ☜We do not

expect market conditions to worsen

further. nor are we placing any reliance

upon their improvement. Our business is

now positioned and orientated to

perform and succeed irrespective ofany

such improvement. and this is exactly

what we intended to do". 1935 199a 1995 1996 1997
We would still like to see more

granularity in Compel's numbers to shed

Bnue (Em) I PET (Em)
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[continued 1mm page seven]

unwelcome distraction for

management, Now Compel needs

to remain focussed on its key

CODA scjsys

 

CODASciSys has announced

results for the six months to 30'"

Jun. 03 revealing an organic decline

in turnover of 4%. Including a six-

month contribution from

SquareSum and a two-month

contribution from Business

Collaboration, total revenues

increased by just under 2% to

£34.2m. Despite this increase, pre-

tax profits before goodwill

amortisation were down by almost

a third to £2.6m. This was primarily

as a result of £0.9m in redundancy

costs but also due to the

performance of the government &

utilities (primarily utilities) vertical.

Total pre-tax pro ts were down by

55% to £13m. As a result, diluted

EPS fell from 7.4p in H102 to 3.1 p.

The results of the two divisions

were as follows:

♥ CODA ( nancial intelligence

and accounting software) accounts

for two thirds of the Group☂s

revenues and experienced organic

revenue growth of 3% to £20.7m

over the period. In addition,

operating profits increased from

£2.9m to £3.6m (including a ESOOK

contribution from newly acquired

SquareSum). SquareSum, targeted

at the SME market also contributed

revenues of £1,8m. Across the

CODA division, licence fees were

stable (although volumes were up),

while consultancy revenues

increased from £6,5m to £7.6m (as

new software modules generated

an increased requirement) and

maintenance revenue was up from

£8.7m to £10.0m (due to a low

attrition rate in the client base),

- SciSys (IT services to

vertical speci c sectors) was once

priorities, which include cost control and pro tability, cash generation and

increasing the value quotient (and services content) of the solutions it offers.

(To/a Sergeant)

CODA BUSINESS ONCE AGAIN THE WINNER AT

CODASCISYS

again the worse performing of the two divisions making an operating loss of

EBOOK compared to a pro t in H102 of £1.1m. Turnover fell by 13.4% to

£1 1 .6m due to a "slower than expected conversion ofnew business prospects

into orders". While the space & defence business performed ahead of

expectations, it was government & utilities that dragged the SciSys results

down. It experienced a 81m loss before redundancies as a result of "signi cant

delays in orders☝. A redundancy programme (17 employees) was announced

in May, when it was realised H2 performance would not make up for the

disappointing H1.

Mike Love, Chairman, commented, ☜We are pleased to report that since

30'" Jun., market conditions appear to have been stabilising with improving

visibility offont/arc} revenues combining with a strengthening in order pipelines

and order intake across the business. Although much still remains to be done

in the fourth quarter, performance in the second half is expected to be ahead of

CODAScisys - H103 Business mix

Total: £34.2m (H102: £33.6m)

Business

CODA ' Collaboralor
Squarasum
(amulsl om (aoquisllton)

5.2% (0%)
t

0.5% (0%)

    

Sclsya - organlc

33.0% (40.0%) CODA - organlc

60.5% (60.0%)

performance in the rst half'.

Comment: On the whole, the business is performing well and we are

again pleased to see the Group react quickly to poor market conditions in

some sectors with rm cost cutting actions. However. due to the performance

of the SclSys division and one-off redundancy costs, the Group will fail to

maintain its record of unbroken revenue and pro ts growth for the full year.

Nonetheless, we still regard CODASciSys as a well-managed business

with good prospects, The CODA division bene ts from its strong product

suite supported by services capabilities, while the SciSys business, though

consistently displaying a 'mixed☂ performance, is moving in the right direction

by adding niche expertise to its offering such as business collaboration and

knowledge management. Bene ts of the cost cutting actions will start to lter

through in the second half.

In the meantime, the company continues to be cash generative at the

operating level and has been able to increase its interim dividend by 10% to

1 .1 p per share ♥ sending out apositive message to investors. (Georgina O☂Toole)

 



  

BC☂S A LITTLE GEM FOR ICM

ICM Computer Group. provider of IT

assurance services to UK SMEs. has reported

preliminary results for the year to 30☁" Jun, 03.

Turnover increased by 13% to £77.8m (11%

organic growth), however PBT fell by 18% to

£3,7m (largely as a consequence of a £0.7m

provision ICM made during the year. to cover

the cost of replacing counterfeit software which

they had unwittineg supplied). EPS dropped to

12.3p from 15.0p in 2002. Cash generation was

strong. with net cash in ow of B1 0.1 m compared

to 俉5,5m last year. and the dividend total forthe

year was up 5% to 3.31p.

Turning to performance by line of business:

- IT Solutions revenues grew by 8% to

£40.4m

» IT Support revenues increased by 12% to £27.8m

- Business Continuity (BC) was the strongest growth area. with revenues

up 43% (28% organic growth) to 俉9.6m.

Commenting on the outlook, Barry Roberts. CE. said: ☜The Group started

the new nancialyear with good contracted orderbooks and good visibility of

income in the IT Support and Business Continuity activities However. as a

result of a large contract

that didnotrenew in the rst

  

D Revenue I FET

  

♥ -ICM COMPUtel☂ Gross prom marg'ns quarter, net contract gains

Group within lT Support are

FVEzamh June expected to be skewed

ugnassnmmmw towards the second halfof
LI

IT 30mm the nanciaiyear☂.

Gvou . . Comment: Barry

Roberts (CE) and Steve

Wainwright (Finance & Commercial Director), talked at length about ICM's BC

operations at the results brie ng. BC currently accounts forjust 12% of group

revenues. but. as is the case for many support services players, it really is the

jewel in the crown. However. BC is not for the faint hearted! Since otation in

1998. ICM has invested 0922m in expanding its offering (both geographically

and in terms of the services it provides). ICM also acquired London-based BC

rm Assurity In 2002. to accelerate its city presence.

These moves are bearing fruit. BC revenues stormed ahead 43% in FY03;

in fact. ICM's BC operations have trebled in size in the last ve years. We were

particularly impressed to learn that the growth is mostly coming from new

clients, It seems that ICM☂s core customer base (the mid market) is waking up

to BC. as their customers demand reassurance from companies further down

the supply chain.

Pro ts are also heading in the right direction - Assurity. which was Ioss~

making when ICM bought it. turned in a pro t in H2. and gross pro t from the

BC operation as a whole rose faster than revenues. as utilisation improved. The

result was 87.8% gross pro t margin.

IT Solutions also posted an improvement in margin. from 21.8% to

23.2%. Solutions bene ted from a focus on higher margin services (such as
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storage solutions). and supply to the

education sector helped offset

pressures from commercial

customers. Headline growth was

8% in Solutions (many wouldbe

happy with that). but ICM is rightly

wary of ☜uncertain and unpredictable

demand". and has taken further

costs out of this business.

Meanwhile IT Support.

delivered good growth (+12%), but

profits did not quite keep pace

(+10%). ICM said the dip in margin

was due to larger outsourcing

contracts won during the year.

The investment in BC continues.

with the Bristol site coming on

stream shortly. and further

"appropriate" acquisitions are

possible as ICM looks to build a UK-

wide BC capability (a site north of

the border ♥ and we don☂t mean

Watford ♥ is surely on the cards).

Looking ahead. ICM has

£19.1m of committed revenues in

H1 04 (from BC and SuppOrt

combined). and is in the envious

position of deriving 76% of gross

profits from ongoing contracted

revenues. They have plenty ofspare

capacity in BC. and given the

operational gearing any increase in

revenues will have a significant

impact on pro ts. That's why BC is

a real gem. (Heather Brice)
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SAP-led consultancy Axon

announced its results for the six

months to end June 03 and what

an encouraging set they were:

revenues up 15% at £24.6m,

operating profit rising by 43% to

£2.0m and PET up 67% (also to

俉2.0m). EPS rose 85% to 2.4p

and Axon doubled the divvy to

1p. Chairman and CEO Mark

Hunter is ☜confident of meeting

market expectations for 2003".

This is one UK-based

company making good progress

in what remains a difficult market.

This is mainly thanks to a change

in strategy from time-and»

materials projects with a large

number of small clients to a xed-

price business with a smaller

number of large clients. Indeed,

Axon now gets 75% of its

 

Morse has announced its

results for the year to 30th Jun. 03.

As presaged in its July trading

update, turnover fell 25% to

£351 .3m (down 27% on an organic

basis). Operating profits (before

goodwill amortisation and

exceptional items) suffered too.

down 57% to 29.2m. At the pre-

Morse plc » 2003 geographical mlx

TOMI = 2351.3!☜

Spain
4% (3%)

Frumx 7
159mm.) t x

w-

   Germany /
13%[1150

2% AX N PRES ESAT TERIM

revenues from its Top 5 clients and 80% from the Top 10. In a growing

market this might ring warning bells about undue dependency on a handful

of customers. But in the current market, working the installed base is

exactly what S/lTS companies need to do. By the way, Axon is winning

new business too ♥ not all SAP-related ♥ and claims some great

opportunities in the Middle East.

The move from T&M to fixed-price is not an easy ride of course. You

need to change the company work ethic from ☁getting paid for turning up☁

to 'getting paid on results' ♥ and you need the financial and management

controls to mitigate the risks, Axon seems to have all of that well under

way (a new financial controller has just been appointed) and has enough

cash for contingencies.

Axon says it's targeting £1bn+ companies, but frankly it☂s actually

targeting £1m+ deals ♥ and is aiming for £10m+ deals. This takes them

Into ☁big boy☂ territory. Indeed, they already come up against ♥ and can win

against ♥ the likes of IBM and Accenture. We believe there will always be

a solid core of customers that will prefer to give business to a smaller UK

operation with a good track record rather than contracting the US majors.

By the way. Hunter is very realistic about market prospects (Le.

subscribes to the Ovum Holway view of the world), He says ☜we're in a

market share game and we think we have a right to win it". We couldn☂t

agree more! (Anthony Miller/Phil Cod/ing)

POSITIVE ACTION BEARS FRUIT AT MORSE

tax level losses deepened considerably from E124K in FY02 to 俉14,1m in

FY03, and loss per share was 13.3p (6.1p).

Unsurprisingly the infrastructure division suffered the most, reporting a

33% drop in turnover to 2289.1 m, a 26% fall in gross pro t to £42.2m, and a

44% drop in pro t contribution to £15.5m. The good news is that Morse's

professional services business managed to grow revenues by 5% to

£122.2m. However, services' gross pro t and pro t contribution were about

line ball at 俉27.4m and 俉10.0m respectively. In other words. gross margins at

the services business have dropped slightly from 25.7% to 24.4%, and net

margins have slipped a percentage point to 09%.

Morse incurred restructuring costs of £4.6m during

the year as it reduced its headc0unt by 136 employees or

11% (excluding the acquisitions of SSl and GSA). Pro ts

were also hit by £22m in goodwill amortisation ♥ unlike

many of its competitors Morse has a tough three»year

goodwill amortisation policy.

By geography:

- Turnover from UK 8. Ireland fell most sharply, by

31% to 俉239.5m. The infrastructure business saw turnover

\ fall by 43% as customers ☜re-assessed spending on data

centre projects". Professional services revenues also dipped

(by 5%) because the division was reorganised to provide a

\7 UK a Imam
assume)

[continued on page amen]
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more exible cost base - this also

"had a short term effect on

profitability☝.
I Germany

♥ Sales in France fell by 1% France

to 俉51.2m and operating losses Spain
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Morse picm
FVE: 30th June

UK 8t lrsiand

  

were reduced. Extensive

management changes, a

reduction in staff numbers, and a

more "coherent" services offering

means that the business is now ☜well

on track☜.

~ Sales in Germany tell by 15%

to £44.8m and last year's £0.6m

operating pro t became a £2.1m

loss (including exceptional costs of

£0.8m). However, the German

business now "appears to have

stabilised",

♥ Spain "performed well",

increasing sales by 14% to £15.8m.

At the bottom line losses deepened,

but operating pro t (pre goodwill

amortisation) was maintained at

21m. Headcount has increased by

30% to 60 people.

Commenting on the outlook.

Duncan McIntyre, CE, said: ☜With

continued subdued demand, we

entered the new nancial year with a

similarly cautious and conservative

approach to that which we adopted

retail declsions

 

-1.6

mm
'Pro t before interest and tax

12 months ago and continue to focus on opportunities that allow us to manage

the Group for profit and cash☝.

Separately, Morse announced the promotion of UK country manager David

Beresford to the Board with immediate effect.

Comment: No real surprises here. Once again, services, which now

account for almost a third of revenues, are saving the day at Morse. The

Continental European business also contributes over 30% of turnover now, up

from 23% in 2000 ♥ but unfortunately this has more to do with thedecline in

UK revenues than stellar growth in Europe!

The management team have clearly got the message ♥ the business is

being run for pro ts and cash. They also take a very aggressive approach to

writing off goodwill, which hits hard in the short term. But investors should be

pleased ♥ with another year of positive cash ow, Morse was able to announce

a 47% increase in the dividend for the full year,

It☂s also good to see Morse is bene ting from the growth in the public

sector, particularly in local government. The Group☂s public sector revenue

grew by 69% to £13.7rn in FY03. The fact that it was accredited as a prime

contractor on the Government☂s S-CAT supplier catalogue should ensureit

has access to large government tenders going forward.

FY04 looks set to be another year of corporate activity, as Morse is ☜actively

looking☝ in all geographies in which it operates. Germany. where the market is

consolidating. is one area where Morse could bene t from strengthening its

position through acquisition. With cE75m net cash, as at the year-end. Morse

is in a strong position. (Heather Brice)

m RETAIL DECISIONS ♥ NlOHE PROVIDER NEEDS

MORE ROBUST REVENUE MODEL

Retail Decisions, ☜international supplier ofpayment card fraud prevention

and payment card services" has reported its rst pre-tax pro t since its formation

in Jan. 00. Results for six months to 30'" Jun 03 reveal a pre-tax pro t of E1 .1 m

(H102: loss of £1 .Qm) on total turnover ot£14.9m ♥ up 4 .3% compared to the

rst halfof 2002. Turnover from continuing operations was up 1 1.1% to £14.7m.

Carl Clump. CEO, commented, "The first half of the year has seen good

growth in both sales and transaction volumes, but we did bene t from a number

of one-offiterns, Therefore, although the second halfhas started well and is in

line with our expectations, the Group is unlikely to report a higher adjusted

operating profit for the second half, compared to the first half of the current

nancial year☝.

Comment: Retail Decisions☂ move into the black at the pre-tax level was

possible due to increased turnover plus its recent cost cutting actions. However.

the increase in turnover cannot be attributed in full to an increase in demand.

The Group has decided to move towards anincreasing proportion of transaction

based revenues so that external factors such as temporary in ation of petrol

prices can have a signi cant effect on its results. Over this period, a temporary

increase in petrol prices in Australia

during theIraq con ict contributed

俉100K of additional revenues, As a

global business (76% of revenues

were from outside the UK). and as

such the strengthening of the

Australian dollar also contributed

£100K of additional revenues.

Retail Decisions is well placed

as a niche provider of solutions to

the payments industw to bene t

from the continued growth in online

payment transactions. However, it

needs to develop a more robust

business so that its pro tability is

less susceptible to small changes in

turnover. (Georgina O'Toole)
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LogicaCMG has reported its

rst interim results since the merger.

The top-line. factual headlines are:

- Revenues down 3% at

£854.3m

- Operating pro ts down 26% at

£46.2m (before restructuring,

goodwill amortisation & impairment).

- Loss before tax of俉57.7m

(against £287.1m losses last time)

- Net debt increased to £186.3m

from £107.1m at 315☁ Dec 02

- Staff levels reduced by 2000 to

21,056 at 30☁h June 03

These headlines compare the six

months to 30☁" June 03 with the

unaudited proforma gures for the six

months to 30'" June 02. Last year,

the figures at the PET level were

distorted by goodwill impairment of

£261.2m. No further impairment has

been made this time round. However,

£85.3m of restructuring costs have

been taken in the latest period

(俉33.7m last time).

But, as always, this disguises

some very different performances by

country and by sector. Indeed. if you

want an indicator of the current state

of the European S/ITS scene right

now, LogicaCMG provides it.

THE REALLY GOOD BITS:

- The UK market was the best

performer in Europe registering a 3%

growth to £322.9m.

- UK Public Sector registered a

9% growth to £130.2m and now

represents 40% of LogicaCMG's UK

revenues. The recent ten-year/Q70m

managed sen/ice contract win at

University College London Hospital

NHS Trust (with US electronic patient

record specialists IDX) is but one

recent contract example and is worth

£43m to LogicaCMG. In addition, it

is a short-listed consortium partner

(with EDS) for two NHS LSPs and

with ET for the NASP.

- Revenues from Industry,

LOGICACMG: A MICROCOSM OF THE EUROPEAN S/

ITS MARKET
Distribution & Transport (IDT) grew overall by 9%. This vertical proved a

particularly strong performer outside the UK in Benelux. France and Germany

♥ Overall outsourcing "continues to be the engine ofgrowth Outsourcing

now represents 19% of total revenues (up from 16%) and 30% of UK revenues

(up from 27%).

THE NOT QUITE SO GOOD BITS:

♥ Telecoms (exc. Wireless Networks) at least reduced the rate of decline ♥

to ☁just' 9%.

- Wireless Networks registered a 16% decline to 俉184.5m. SMS declined

14% but revenues from Payment/Billing Systems were down 32% to 俉20.6m.

- Revenues in Benelux declined 4% (or 11% In constant currency) to

£195.4m and by 7% (or 14% in constant currency) to £62.5m in Germany,

On the surface, the 13% growth in France (to 254.2m) looks good but this

was achieved because of third party cost pass. Indeed, France saw huge

price pressure in Professional Services, which resulted in a £1.4m operating

loss.

- Financial services turnover was badly hit across the board: in the UK the

nancial sen/ices business was loss making on turnover down 1 1% (to

£32.2m). This dragged down the UK's otherwise quite creditable performance.

Elsewhere: Benelux experienced a 13% decline (to £50.3m): in Germany the

decline was 24% (to £17.7m) and in France the decline was 14% to £18,1m.

 

   

   

Turnover 2m
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H103 sequen al constant

Public sector 178.9 5%

Industry. distribution E transport 202.9 9%

Energy & utilities 139.3 0%

Financial services 137.3 -14%

Telecommunications

TOTAL IT SERVICES

Wireless networks

♥9%

0%

-1 6%

-3%

   

Comment: Words like "challenging", "ver dif cult" and "fragile" littered

LogicaCMG's announcementthis time. But. as we said above, LogicaCMG is

but a microcosm of the Wider S/ITS world:

- Good growth in outsourcing and public sector.

- UK holding up well.

♥ Continental Europe (particularly the Eurozone) in various stages of distress

with Germany worst hit.

~ Everything connected to Professional Services under extreme margin

pressure.

- Telecoms. and wireless in particular, badly depressed but the worst

news and outlook reserved for nancial services.

The relative resilience of LogicaCMG☂s IT services business lies in its

diversity, not just in terms of geography but also in terms of verticals. In order

to mitigate further the effect of market conditions on the company, it is our

opinion that LogicaCMG needs to work towards broadening its vertical focus

[continued on page thirteen]
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in geographies such asFrance and

Germany, where there is a heavy

bias towards nancial services. The

effect of poor performance in areas

such as nancial services has been

limited in countries such as the UK

and Benelux where turnover is

attributed more evenly across a

broad range of verticals (including

the public sector).

LogicaCMG also has greater

critical mass following the merger

and Read reports getting business

from clients like Shell and ABM Amro

"because you can now support us

global/y". CE. Martin Read believes

he☁s moved from a Tier 2 to a Tier 1

player... (Although we don☂t quite

buy that. we get the drift!). This

goes some way to explaining the

strong order intake (12% ahead of

revenue) with much of this

attributable to long♥term

outsourcing deals.

In terms of cost cutting. Read

hasn't held back on taking the

PSD

Recruitment rm PSD continued its pro ts decline during

the rst half of the year and nally went underwater. Gross fee

income (i.e. turnover) for the six months ended 30☁" Jun. 03 fell

by 19% to £18.4m, operating losses more than doubled to

£866K and as a result, last year's H1 pre-tax pro t of £135K

turned into a 俉464K loss.

Loss per share stands at 2.7p compared to 0.4p for H1

02. PSD's technology (i.e. ITSA) businesses saw net tee income

(NFl, in effect, gross pro t) decline by 27% to around 84m.

However. PSD☂s Finance 8. Banking division managed to increase NFI by 9% to

21.1101.
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actions required. Indeed. he☂s made more cost cuts than he intimated last time

♥ anadditional 25m of cost making a total of £85m of savings on an annualised

basis. £50m of this will be achieved in 2008 with E1 Om achieved in H1. Further

bene ts will be realised as a result of increased use of the lndian offshore

facilities. particularly in the Wireless Networks business.

However, our main concerns do relate to resources, both in terms of capital

and people. Firstly on the capital side. LogicaCMG, in relation to some of the

larger public sector outsourcing bids, ominously warns."In the event that we

are successful, we will need to make further signi cant commitment of resources

to realise the substantial bene ts that such large. long-term contracts bring

with them".

Secondly, in our minds there is still a question mark looming over the

morale of employees since the merger and the consequent redundancy

programme. The fact that there are still some employees to leave in Continental

Europe is bound to be having a negative effect. in addition. there is the clash of

the Logica organisation ♥ much more ☁techie' and project-focused ♥ and the

CMG organisation ♥ much more ☜client/account tocused'. Having said that. the

natural attrition rate is only about 7-8%. so still pretty low considering all the

disruptions.

Footnote. LogicaCMG☂s share price movement is worthy of note this

month. it has nished the month at 239p: a 19% increase compared to the end

of August and a 59% increase over 2003. This values them at £1.790m.

Unfortunately. earlier in the month. LogicaCMG's value hadn't risen signi cantly

enough for it to reenter the Fl'SEioo at the quarterly review stage. Had the

review been just two weeks later. they would have made it. (Richard Holway/

Georgina O☂Toole)

PSD FALLS INTO THE RED

    

     

 

   

   

Net Fee Income 2m   PSD Group
Six months to 30th June 03

Technology UK

lntemational

Commercial & Prof. Svcs.

Finance Br Banking 1.1
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declines in the market size in 2002

and 2003.

CEO Francesca Robinson "[does] not expect trading to increase from

current levels during the remainder of this year". However. the company "is in

an excellent position to resume growth when market conditions improve".

Comment: That statement is 3000 'last year'l While we do believe that

the demand for IT contract staff appears to be stabilising. the permanent

market is still a sick puppy. Meanwhile. continuing pressures on fee rates will

depress overall market growth.

Indeed. our latest forecasts for the UK ITSA market - published at the end

of September in our UK IT Staff Agency Market Report 2003 ♥ show the

market will continue to shrink until at least 2006. with doubleedigit percentage

 

At east PSD has some other

strings to its recruitment bow

besides IT, but at current course and

speed we would still expect to see

it end he year in loss ♥ for the first

time. we believe. On the bright side.

it is stil generating cash (just) and

has plenty in the bank. so it☂s just

got to ☜get real' about the market,

(Anthony Miller/Tola Saigearirl
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staffware.
:u: mm. m run-n.1,:

Staffware. provider of BPM/workflow software. has

announced interim results for the six months to 30☁"

Jun. 03. and broke a couple of 'records' in the process.

Firstly it reported its highest level of turnover for a six

  month period ♥ turnover was up 15% to £21m. Professional services 3☁4 40

Secondly. it won its largest ever contract. TOTALn

Things were also looking good at the bottom line.

At the operating level, profits climbed from 俉0i2m to £1.0m, and pretax

profits were upfrom £0.4m to £1.8m. Diluted EPS was 5,1p (H102:

0.3p).

John O'Connell, Chairman and CEO. commented, "We are con dent

that the combination ofproven technologies, our blue-chip customer base

and our strong balance sheet will enable us to further build on the consistent

success of the last two years".

Comment: Staffware☂s performance in H1 was pretty impressive on

most fronts. Looking at the growth in turnover in more detail:

- Licence revenues were up 17% to £11.6m

- Recurring support revenues were up by 40% to £60m

- Revenues from professional Support services were £3.4m compared

to £4.0m in H102.

The reduction in professional support services revenues is unsurprising.

We have seen far worse deterioration in consultancy and SI revenues in

other UK S/lTS companies Interestingly. Staffware partly attributes the

decline to a ☜greater self-suf ciency ofsome customers and partners☝. in

other words. clients are more likely to do the ☁strategic stuff' themselves

rather than pay high fees for consultants. Fortunately. this is not core to

Staffware☁s business and the increase in turnover from its BPM software

 

The gradually♥being»dismantled business services group Hays has

reported preliminary results for the year ended 30th Jun. 03. Frankly the

top-line numbers aren☁t of much interest to us any more so let☂s look at

what is destined to become Hays☂ core business. their Personnel (i.ei

specialist recruitment) division. Revenues for Personnel grew by 3% to

俉1,1bn. but operating profits before nasty bits dropped 7% to £114.3m

and after nasty bits. by 36% to £75.2m. Operating margins were therefore

10.3% and 6.8% respectively. down from 11.4% and 10.8% the year

before. Hays☂ core UK recruitment business saw revenues decline a tad

(c1 %) to £91 1m and operating profits (excluding goodwill etc) fell 7% to

£103.6m. Although revenues in Continental Europe grew 25% to £89.7m.

the region fell into loss (俉2,3m excluding goodwill etc). Hays chairman

Bob Lawson reported "a slow but steady recovery in volumes of

temporary assignments (and) permanent placements has grown

modest/y over each of the last three quarters", However, "the outlook for

future trading of the specialist recruitment market is uncertain", Lawson

also announced that new-ish (Nov. 02) CEO Colin Matthews will step

Staffware plc
m
License revenues

Support revenues

STAFFWARE: TICKS IN ALL THE BOXES

  
    

 

Turnover 2m

11.6 9.9

6.0 4.3

 

    
   

  

 

far outweighed the 15% decline

in this area of the business.

It is Staffware☂s BPM offering

♥ iProcess engine ♥ that☂s having

the greatest effect on the Group's

performance. Increased sales of

iProcess engine have pushed the

average order value per licence

customer up by 71% to £108K

due to its higher value. Indeed.

11 out of the 13 contract wins

(each worth >9250K) in the period

were for iProcess engine and

licence revenues from it were up

by 155% to £9.0rn.

With higher turnover. improved

profitability, positive cash ow'

and double the interim dividend,

Staffware deserves ticks in all the

boxes. (Heather Brice)

HAYS MOVES CLOSER TO ☁PURE☂ RECRUITMENT

down whenthe programme 0f

disposals is complete sometime

in 2004. and Personnel division

head Denis Waxman will accede

the throne.

Comment: Through its

Personnel division. Hays is one of

the UK☂s leading IT staff agencies

(lTSAs) and has managed to

retain its No. 4 slot in the UK (see

our latest report on the UK ITSA

Market). They are well known as

one of the more 'aggresslve☂

bidders in the market and focusing

the business on recruitment will

only serve to strengthen their grip

on the market. (Anthony Mil/er)

.
.



 

1: Spring

@pufacenfer

Computacenter has

announced its results for the six

months to 30th Jun. 03. Revenues

from continuing ops were down

6.5% at £911.3m but operating

pro ts were up 16% to £29.5m,

Acquisitions in Germany and Austria

added a further £843.4m of

business to take the company☁s

total turnover to £1,256m. PBT

was up 31% to £32.0m, and EPS

was up from 8.6p to 11.6p, The

company also announced its rst

interim dividend, at 2p per share.

Chairman Hon Sandler

commented: "The strong profit

performance was achieved despite

continuing weak markets for IT

capital expenditure Much of this

decline [in Group revenues] can be

attributed to price reductions for IT

Computacenter H1 03 geographical mix
Total revenue = £1,256m

Auslria

2%)

Germany

25%

Belgium 4;
Luxembourg/

1%

France
12%

Spring Group☁s interim results

for the six months to 30☁☜ Jun 03

revealed a small decline in turnover

from continuing operations of 1.8%

to £145.8m and a pre-tax loss of

£3.9m (after exceptional items

totalling 俉1.6m). compared to a loss

of £9.3m in the rst half of 2002.
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COMPUTACENTER - DOING THE BUSINESS

hardware. However, Computacenter once again demonstrated an ability to

overcome revenue pressures through a strategy of building its higher-margin

contracted services base and maintaining rigorous control over its costs".

Comment: Sandler's comments are borne out in the detail of

Computacenter's numbers. While the bread 'n☂ butter business of selling volume

hardware and software to large customers continues to be hit by price erosion,

the company is achieving strong growth in its managed services business.

Recent wins include Abbey National (E70m over 5 years). HBOS (8 years), and

North Yorkshire County Council (c£12m over 6 years).

In the UK. managed services revenues grew by 12%, against an overall

decline in UK business of 9% to £755.8m. What is impressive about 00's

performance is that, as we☂ve said before, faced with long♥term threats to its

core business, it has successfully diversi ed into more pro table areas ♥ all the

while never forgetting what it's good at.

CC has also diversi ed by building ☜leading positions in the major European

markets", 005 return to the German market, with the acquisition of GE

CompuNet in Jan. 03, looks like it's going to plan. France, however, produced

a "disappointing" performance, with an operating loss of E1 .7m (compared to

a pro t of £0.2m in H1 02). A combination of dif cult market conditions. too

high a cost base, and utilisation levels all taking their toll. Steps are being taken

to sort this out, but we would be surprised to see the French operation back in

pro t by the year♥end.

Despite the mixed results across the geographies, CC

delivered where it mattered - total operating pro ts were

up 29% to £32.5m, and PET was up 31% to £32.0m.

Rigorous control of costs has protected CC's bottom

line, and whilst margins may remain low ♥ with pro tability

at the operating level atjust 2.6% - there☂s no doubt that

this is one UK company that looks in good shape to

negotiate the tough years ahead.

Computacenter can also be seen as something of a

microcosm of the services marketplace today. Managed

services and outsourcing remain the place to be. But

commoditised areas like hardware resell are still shrinking

as customers carry on demanding more and more for less

and less. (Heather Bn'ce)

UK
60%

TRAINING HOLDS SPRING BACK

Diluted loss per share was 2.67p compared to 6.39p loss in H102.

Spring☂s core ITSA business registered a 7% drop in revenues to £97.3m

(this excludes the acquisition of Best completed end♥Jun. 03). Spring Personnel,

their general staf ng business grew revenues 12% to 227.9m and Triage, the

specialist lT staf ng rm acquired in May 02, almost doubled revenues to £10.4m.

Spring☁s solutions business shrank by 16% to £3.8m. But worst hit of all was

Spring's lT training business, which saw revenues slump 27% to £6,2m, However,

Spring announced that Computacenter is to outsource all its customer IT training

[continued on page sixteen)
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[continued from page fteen]

to Spring for the next three years.

Only the IT staf ng and general

staf ng businesses were pro table

(pre-goodwill etc). Triage reduced its

losses from 91 m to EBOOK, Springs

edgling managed services business,

hy-phen, (acquired Mar. 01) lost

almost E1 m on revenues of£161K,

and the ailing thraining business lost

over EQOOK.

Despite the reduction in turnover

and the small loss for the rst half.

CEO, Richard Bar eld, is optimistic.

 

☜By continuing to invest in the business and acquiring Best lntemational trading

subsidiaries, we have doubled our market share to become the UK 's leading IT

staf ng company. ☝ he said. Adding: "With the Best businesses now substantial/y

integrated. I expect our unrivalled portfolio ofservices and our record pipeline of

new opportunities to deliver improved nancial results in the secondhalf of2003

and in 200

Comment: It☂s a complicated set of results so let's make it simple. Now that

they own Best, Spring is by far the largest ITSA in the UK market. This is good.

With contractor numbers now on the increase we would expect to see the IT

staf ng business do better in H2, helped along by the drag♥through from the

small but rapidly growing managed services business, hy-phen. This is better. We

aren☂t that worried about the losses at hy-phen as frankly it's sort of a loss-leader

(Spring hate it when we say that) that drags along high numbers of contractors

on which they actually make the pro t. In fact. hy-phen may well become

 

    
    

   

  

 

   

Spring Group
H1 to 30m Jun. 03

IT Personnel

  IT Solutions

hy♥phen

Total IT Services

Turnover 2m at least a break-even proposition In its own right over time. Betterstill.

But while we are actually quite optimistic about Spring☂s staf ng

businesses, it☂s the training business that's the real drag. Frankly, it☂s a

small but painful wart on Spring's rump and needs excising fast! The IT

training market is in an even worse state than the ITSA market and all

the leading players are suffering badly. We think that ☁mixed businesses☁

like Spring and forthat matter. Parity, might be better off getting out of

training all togemer so they can focus on their core staf ng and solutions

businesses. (Anthony Miller/Tole Sargeanl)

Marlboroughm MARLBOROUGH STIRLING INTERIMS SHOW
W

Marlborough Stirling,

provider of software and services to

the mortgage, life, pension and

investment market sectors,

announced interim results for the six

months to end June 03. They reveal

total turnover down by 7.7%.

compared to H102, to £56m.

The Life & Pensions business

contributed 69% of total revenues

with turnover increasing by 1% to

£38.4m. However, the mortgage and

distribution businesses saw declines

of 21% and 22% respectively.

Across all MS' businesses higher

outsourcing turnover was offset by

lower turnover from software and

services. Software and consultancy

revenues were down by 22.3% to

£28.8m, outsourcing revenues were

up by 12.6% to £24.1m and portal

services revenues were down by

5.8% to £8.2m.

In terms of profitability, total

Operating profit (before goodwill

amortisation and impairment,

CHALLENGES REMAIN

employee share options and reorganisation costs) was down by 71% from

28.4m to £2.5m. Cost of sales and operating expenses were both higher than

the comparable period in H102 largely due to the Sun Life of Canada contract

only being in place for four months in the comparable period. However, cost of

sales and operating expenses were both lower than in the second half of 2002.

Pre-tax losses were £5.0m compared to a pro t of £2.8m in H102. This was

after £3.6m of goodwill amortisation charges and 22.1 m of reorganisation costs.

Diluted loss per share of 2.7p (H1 02: EPS of 0.2p). Net cash was up from £5.8m

to £14.7m but is currently expected to reduce slightly in 2003.

Chairman and Chief Executive Huw Evans commented, ☜Whilst challenges

undoubtedly remain, I believe that we are rmly on track for a return to the

pro table growth that shareholders expectand we look to the future with cautious

optimism☝.

The company is working towards a return to growth in turnover and

pro tability by 2004. The actions it has taken to reduce costs (such as a reduction

in headcount from 1,900 to 1,700) are now bearing fruit with cost of sales and

operating expenses reduced and the company claiming it is on target to achieve

an annualised cost reduction between H202 and H203 of £1 0m.

Unfortunately, despite good visibility of turnover for 2003 and 2004. this

latest set of results failed to give us a ☁warm feeling'. The company cited positive

signs that the nancial services market is "recovering from its recent period of

uncertainty but apart from a growth in the ☜level of interest" in its outsourcing

sales, there is little evidence of any major new deals in the pipeline, and long lead

times are making the outsourcing business particularly unpredictable. It seems

to us as if the emphasis should be on the "caution" rather than the ☜optimism☝.

(Georgina O☂Toole)

 

O
.



  

IT outsourcing and BPO player

ITNEI☁ has reported interim results

for the six months ended 30th Jun.

03, with revenues up 6.6% to

£91.2m. Public sector revenues
rose 10.7% to £50.8m, but
Commercial Sector revenues tell by
3% to £38.5m. Operating pro ts

and pre-tax pro ts rose massively
to £8.6m and £8.7m respectively,

compared to £2.8m (both) for the

same period last year. Last year's
gures were depressed by some

25m in goodwill write-off and

impairment charges. EPS for H1 03

is 7.58p, compared to 047;) last

year iTNET also announced a slew

of new and renewed contracts

including a new £17.3m/5 year IT

infrastructure deal at NATS. This has

boosted ITNET☂s order book to a

"record" £884m. ITN ET CEO
Bridget Blow reported that current

ITNET turnover by activity H103 (H1 02)
Total = £91.2m(H102 = 2555!☜)

Business
Process Services

[ 11% (12%)
   

 

  
Cons ullancy
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ITNET: 2004 SET TO BE A STONKING YEAR FOR

REVENUE GROWTH

trading is ☜in line with the Board ☂5 expectations" and has "con dence ofsigni cant

growth in 2004 based on another good performance in 2003".

Comment: At ITNET's results brie ng Bridget Blow presented a great set

of numbers and an excellent outlook. particularly for the next couple of years.

The company's sharpened focus on speci c niches in both the commercial

and public sectors is demonstrated by the performance of the last six months.

ITNEI' is undoubtedly gaining market share in its key verticals. In the commercial

sector. revenues from its target markets of transport and utilities & membership

services were up 4.5% and 37.2% respectively. Like all UK S/ITS players it

was the nancial sector that brought the numbers down (down 8%) but with a

100% renewal rate with its commercial sector customers, ITNEI' is resilient.

Whilst in the public sector, local government revenues increased by 14% in

adjusted terms (Le. discounting a one-off payment from the London Borough

of Islington).

In central government, the big news over this period was the Seam/ ve-

year contractwin with the Cabinet Of ce. As ITNET's largest ever single contract

win, it heralds ITNET☂s 'arrival' in the central government arena. Previously it

had only managed to make any impact in this sector through its management

consultancy French Thornton. As we hoped it would, ITNEI' now nally seems

to be leveraging French Thornton's consultancy skills to start getting some

more substantial contracts under its belt.

The contract will be capital intensive and will reduce ITNET's net cash balance

by £10m in this nancial year. Net cash at 30th Jun. 03 was 俉15m. ITNET

predicts that the Cabinet Of ce contract will be pro table from

the outset, This is good news ♥ it will need to manage this

contract and others impeccably so that it can start generating

additional cash from them. If it achieves this we may well see

ITNEI' in the running for future central government contracts. If

not, it could get beaten by the high bidding costs.

Of course this is all medium-term speculation. Finishing on a

5% (7%) high note. the current pipeline and order book indicate that ITNET

is on course for a stonking year of revenue growth in 2004 ♥

Infrastructure . Application indeed, it looks set to exceed the performance in 2003. This

Siagnj☁) Services should keep shareholders happy for the next couple of years ♥

22% (23%) as should the fact that ITNEI' announced an increase of 10% in

 

its interim dividend to 1.33p. (Georgina O'Toole)

MACRO 4

Veteran systems management and document management software

company Macro 4 has reported declining revenues and deepening losses for

a second year Revenues for the year ended 30th Jun. 08 tell by 18% to

俉32.4m. operating losses (before exceptionals) increased from £30m to

92.1 m, and pre~tax losses deepened from £3.9m to £5.2m. Loss per share

increased from 18.8p to 21 .2p.

Both of Macro 4☂s divisions suffered. The legacy cash cow, Systems

STILL A DOWNHILL MARCH FOR OLD TROOPER

Management Products (8MP) saw

revenues drop 22% to £20m

although the business was still very

pro table, with ☁iust☂ an 8% decline

in contribution to 俉12.2m. The

newer Business Information

Logistics (BIL) division saw an 11%

[contnued on page eighteen]
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[continued from page seventeen]

decline in revenues to 俉12.4m but

a 41% decline in contribution to

£1.2m. Macro 4 CEO Ronnie

Wilson repeated the observations

of many of his peers that

"generation ofnew license revenue

was challenging. Customers

remained cautious when making

software investments with

projects frequent/y being delayed

orreduced in size". Chairman Bert

Morris ☜does not anticipate any

significant short-term

improvement in the global

software market☝ but believes that

their strong pipeline and tight cost

control makes the company "well

positioned to take the business

forward". They will pay a final

dividend of 4p, bringing the total

for the year to 6p.

Comment: There were a few

bright spots in this otherwise

subdued set of results. Macro 4

still has a strong base of recurring

revenues (about 60% of the total),

In the six months to 80'" Jun

08. turnover at Harrier Group,

the provider of ☜information

protection solutions☝. tell by 26%

to 俉4.3m. However. turnover was

up ona sequential basis. In

addition. in reducing its

overheads by £1,43m compared

to H102, the Group managed to

return to profitability with an

operating profit (before

exceptional severance costs) of

£139K (compared to a loss of

£467K in H102). Staff numbers

are down by 42% to 51

compared to the same time last

year and the remaining staff were

returned to full salary at the end

of last year.

Having cleared out all the

goodwill from its balance sheet in

Macro 4
10 year Revenue and FBT Record

Relallva to 1994

 

  

El Revenue (2m) I PET (2m) 47☜

  

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 21m

  

Year analog 30111 June

  

they have won some "significant" new contracts in the BIL division, they

continued to cut the suit according to the cloth (Le. more layoffs), and

they seem to be well funded. But this is their second year of losses and

the business trend is still pointing south. This only reinforces the need for

them to build up the BIL business to mitigate the inexorable decline in

their SMP division. But they still have quite a lot of 'wriggle room' so we

expect to see this old trooper keep marching on for the foreseeable future

Indeed, when they announced these results. Macro 4's shares went up

6% in early trading to 125p (compared to just 45p in Apr. 03). Their

shares ended the month at 109p, about 60% above its position a year

ago. (Anthony Miller)

HARRIER GROUP REPORTS A SMALL PROFIT IN H103

FY02, the Group also managed to stay in the black at the pre-tax level,

albeit with a profit ofjust 俉13K (H102: loss of £1.1m). Diluted EPS was

0.04p (H102: loss per share pf 3.38p).

Chairman, ALR Morton, commented, ☜The pipeline ofnew business is

growing month on month and while our marketplace remains very

challenging we are cautiously optimistic for the future. During the second

half of 2003 we intend to lay the foundations within Harrier for strong

growth in 2004☝

Comment: Harrier Group has been in operation since 1986 and grew

turnover strongly through to 2001 (it had turnover of £17m just a few

years ago). However, profitability was never seemed to be high on the

agenda. Our records show pre-tax losses every year since 1995. A

profit for H103 is therefore extremely welcome. However, Harrier is still

not generating cash and we struggle to be optimistic about the Group's

future. The IT security market is set to be one of the bright spots of the

UK S/ITS market but Harrier continues to struggle to make an impact.

Following the results we spoke with CEO Jim Stoddart about the

work he has done to turnaround the company since joining in Mar. 03.

This Includes cleaning up the balance sheet. eliminating bad debt, and

restoring confidence with vendors. During the tough times he has sensibly

concentrated the business on growing revenue with existing and major

[continued on page nineteen]
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Aloe Origin .Cora nservlces oi lT services (excluded irorn ilre sale EIDD☁Xe 5EU51287m The deal wasEU AODm in rash and me reslln 19.3m Alias Origin

 

SchlumbergerSema are 55' rr aciiviiies In rho oil and g:
E sealer. and a number aisoeciiic

.operalions such as Business
Conrinuiiy and smarl cards. which
are earmarked ior divesiihrre or we) :

.shares. Alter rho lransauion. schlumbsrger will reduce lls
Eshalehuldlilg in Arms Origin re 19%. and Philips☁ shareholding will

duoe irorn 44.7% lo 32.0%. Nos crlgln ls acquiring EUREjhn or
; s☁ Eunaon SIlTS revenues. and has also signed a long-lerm
3mm: in supply IT services in Schlumberger 'wiiII minimum
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altlmoie☁s "laslsigni clnlrlsnldiqusal☁. Carlaln PKI employees
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mmand ad cenleade price.
ynlergy has a 36-svong helpdesk and a iumever oiover £1.5m n.a.
lerliy willuse lhe assets eirhe two divisions in extend rho helpcesk
nd iraining services provided by olher parts eiihe Group and lo

☁ pporl iulure preduci rollnuL The acquisitions also bring Clarlry
conuacls in the reiall and hosplralliy markers.
,Deal Group. provider oiperidrmanoe based onllne advenlsing.
.reversed Inlo IBNei. Tile acgulsliion was salisilied wiih 205m shares.
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[continued from page eighteen]

clients. However, there is still much

work to do so that although H2

☜will not be a disaster". mega

growth is not on the agenda.

Nonetheless Stoddart has big

plans for the future of Harrier. We

would expect Harrier to end up

being acquired (and it has had

several approaches) but Stoddart

is determined to grow the

business both organically and

through being an acquirer rather

than an 'acquiree'. Acquisitions will

be of lT services companies with turnover in the region of E2-3m is.

025%-30% the size of Harrier. Stoddart believes that they have a good

chance of making the acquisitions work particularly as the management

of any acquired company will take a seat on the Board. However, he does

admit that the success or failure of future acquisitions will be ☜do or die☜

for the company.

As a veteran of the IT industnj, Stoddart must be pretty confident he

is making all the right moves. He was one of a small group that established

EDS in Europe in 1984/85 and was divisional director of Hoskyns (now

CGE&Y) between 1989 and 1991. He has since been involved with a

number of smaller technology companies. His presence on the Board

gives us some hope for Harrier☁s future but we still have our reservations.

Stoddart will certainly have his work cut out. (Georgina O☁Toole)
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Note: The companies listed on pages 18-21 are those companies in our S/ITSindex with revenue of >22m. Also included in our index are} Allan Ic global.

BSo B. Earlhpon. Fiast l. lnletcede Group. lmemel Business Gmup. Knowledge Technology Solutions. Netcall. PC Medics Gmup. Stile lntematiunal.

Superscape. Systems Inlegraled, Ultrasis Group. Vianst Group
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571-111 1 PSR s/rrs 111m 511-111 men I cnpmnuunn capimiu ni
scs Price capimliuuun 111511111: 09110 111111111 3 11111111151115. l 1511161711 1 move since m0v0(£m) i
52'. 301500103 30-Sep-03 P/E Clpl lv. 30509-03 ; MANN)! ☁ (112003 . MAW-0: 1021103 1
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0111151156an R 20.25 23409111 Loss. 0.15, 45 4.14%: 40.34% -225.90m 24029111
nRsoaiaaRaseam SP ☁ 20.50 217.1111 12.5 1.10 457. 10.44° 57.50% 21.50m 25.70mi
Easysaaen SP 20.10 210.9m Loss 4.09 105; -1.37 V 20.007111 20.75m -22.45m§
Eidos 5? 21.34 2107.2m 102☁ 1,11 5065 4.09%1 5.15%; 27.25m 212.41ma
5150111111: Dab Pmoassing SP 20.67 216.5m L055 1.95 20511 24.29%: 71.79% -25.26m 25.93m}
Ertojmlnazac va. .. . .. ....SF . ... 290-10 . .. .. 俉591". . 474967111 . nil-20!". £97m»
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Flanarics @1119 SP 2075 210.91n 30.1 E 0.93 20551 0.75%1 -21.10m 20.37111.
51161155111111:me > 7 SF' _ 1 20.307 7 £10.7m☝ I . V ._ u . 7 ._ 1953 M 452.07- ☁ 23.70111 26.901111
605111141 SP 20.20 215.7m 13.0 1.40 127; 43.54% 21.50111 24.70111☁
Gadshm SP 20.12 24.9111 Loss. 0.20 3001 . 140,007.,1 -Eo.11m 22.371113
(311151 A £0.87 232.0m Loss 0.43 449i 26.28% 61,607.; £6.80m E1 2.50m1

Gasmmcarmmnq cs 23.57 2173.5m 145.7? 14.99 3033. 430% 452.04%3 -27.77m 2143911111
1111111111991; . 0 Cs » 20.19 25.31117 7 , Loss; _ ☜0.56☁☝ ☜144! V ☜32.11% 113.5517 22.00111
HawayNasthqa A 20.57 232.0m Less. 325; ♥6.5 . 52,96 £12.42m
HammSystheMcas A 20.13 22.5m Loss 351; 57.55%; 52,947.11 £0.88m1 _ ☁1
Horizonreamlogy cs 20.49 232.9m Loss, 0.16 178: 6.59% 135,591.; 22.04m 220.94mi

Holeuupe cs 20.01 215.7m Loss; 1.15 442☂ 3.05%1 -10.71%1 20.3010 20.10111. ')
HolepMasRemim) 7 cs 7 20.19 I 224.7m. "1.05an a.71,_._"__m 2 __-11.90%-1__ I , 32.14%l H 213.9710 52075111:
1556116015 (:5 20.11 22.0m Loss. 0.30 41 91 4.55%.; 95.55%: 20.12111 21.35m-
ICM 01.111111111er cs 22.11 241 .9m Less 054 11723 5.17%? 15.52% -22.22111 25.69111?
loomriSysbms SP 20.11 216.9111 Loss 5.60 14; 43.73% ♥6.3E|°/ ☁ -£1-12m 20.30mé
11115011015911 cs 20.59 294.7111 Loss 0.60 27401 0.74%☁1 14.1 £1.50m 211.90111;
Irmvahnnqu: SP 20.14 255.9111 Loss 0.56% 591 -15.6;I☂/.~1~ 17.39%. , 4:11.341", £33.54m4
miligsnanmmnm SF 20.09 211.0111 Loss 4.40. 90, 17.24%> 142.96% £1.90m 1:71am
Wonm . 51> 20.02 £1.3m Loss 0.32: 211 0.00%; 41.92% »20.04m .5034,"
1505101111; SP 2325 24024111 29.4 4.40: 29591 42.30%} 27.15% -255.02m 2111113111
.7113 as 22.91 5213.211. 16.5 1.19; 3311 0.70%! 51 .17% -220.57m 1:725:11"
Jasmin SP 20.50 235m Loss 0.54 5301 4929- 40.35 .☁ £0.91m .2339,☜
bauxnass Tammy SP 20.12 252111 5.4. 0.771 94! 20.95- 44.12% 21.40m 21.93111
Kawin SP 20.49 235.5111 Loss 1.451 939☁ 45.56%; 93.00% -1:6.60111 217.52m
Logmme C5 £2.39 £1,790.8m Loss 0.961 V 3273i 19.35%. 59.33% 1:290]er 2555.90m

Note: Main SYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index 561 a! 1000 on 15111 April 1989. Any new envanis 10 (he Smck Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on 1115
issue price. The SOS Index is n01 weighied: a change in the share price 01 the largest company has the same 9110c! as a similar change for me smallest company.
Category Codes: GS = Compmer Services SP = Soflware Product R = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the

largest company has the same effect as a similar change for the smallest company.

(33☜!ng 00d☝: 05 = Computer Services SP = Software Product R = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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National IT programme.

  

SYSTEMHOUSE
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Honay S/lTS index fell by just over 1% i0 Munnmlwmtawwm) 425$ 4.an 1529s 42.43%
. me l5itt Apr an mamas «use

4430 In September. The techMARKl 00 and mmumw m...☜ mm.

FTSE IT (808) index experienced similar low 5:333:33 13:3): :33:
- ~ I - From umnu mum «man «wasSIngle-dtgrt percentage decIInes. Nonetheless, PM mm 9. mm mm mm

' From IstJ-n as «use; must 0M.st
on average the Share pnces 0' UK quoted 3/ mm IIIJIniB «coasts no.9☜ «325% arms was
[TS companies remain more than 60% higher 4'5"☜ M☜ 426* 4☝☜ "☁7"I _ auras 49.35% ems an☜ auras owns
than at the beginning Of the year. me IleIn on HZAW 4015* aunt «22% 421* «3.72%

V . FNM ☁SIJIII DD 5☁ 35* 4Ur☝* >7IJ5* Jil ☁ 41.10% ☁23/9.*

Of the dIfferent categones 0f S/lTS From InJ-nnl new 4425* 45.1st :mmt 41.1w can☜
. From um" It: can amass only 42.15☜ 4:2☜ um

company. It was (unusually) the IT staff anI um" it: «turns ~33le auras «3.5555 qua-r. ozusss

agencies that outperformed the rest with an

average 7.1% gain over the month. This

 

  

      

increase was led by HIghems Systems Islet☜. H005☜, .. ,.
. . , , IT 5th Agencies

Servroes wrth a share price Increase of 55.2% n-seuus
'Sa wm Products

  

after it released an upbeat pre-ciose trading

statement. This was only just behind the

biggest S/ITS riser♥ OneClickHFi, which was

up 57.6%. ITSAs Lorlen and Giotel also showed signi cant gains ♥ up 29.6% and 26.3% respectiver.

Of the largest cap companies, LogicaCMG put in by far the best performance ♥ its share was up 19.4% to 239p

following its results announcement as well as a large contract win in the UK health sector. Its share price is now up 59.3% since

the beginning of the year: Caplta and Misys managed gains of just 2.0% and 04% respectively. It was the small cap

companies ♥ TransEDA and Ultrasls ♥ that showed the biggest percentage falls (both down by athird). ISoft (down

12.4%) and Torex (down 9.7%) continue to suffer due to the uncertainty surrounding their proposed merger and the NHS
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